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NEW QUESTION: 1
電子メールが暗号化され、デジタル署名されて潜在的な問題は何ですか？
A. ハッカーは電子メールの中に偽造メッセージングを導入することができます。
B. 電子メールの受信を否認することができ版recei。
C. 送信者が電子メールの内容を否認することができます。
D. ハッカーが電子メールを盗聴することができます。
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this sections, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
You are migrating an on-premises Microsoft SQL Server instance to SQL Server on a Microsoft
Azure virtual machine. The instance has 30 databased that consume a total of 2 TB of disk
space.
The instance sustains more than 30,000 transactions per second.
You need to provision storage for the virtual machine. The storage must be able to support the
same load as the on-premises deployment.
Solution: You create one storage account that has 30 containers. You create a VHD in each
container.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A
Explanation:
Each Storage Account handles up to 20.000 IOPS, and 500TB of data.

References:
https://www.tech-coffee.net/understand-microsoft-azure-storage-for-virtual-machines/

NEW QUESTION: 3
In two OceanStor unified storage arrays configured with remote replication, the optimal path
for remote
replication data transmission is:
A. Host - "Linking Primary Array Controller -" Linking From Array Controller -> (Forwarding)
Controller
operating from a LUN
B. Host - "Link-connected Primary Array Controller -" Link-connected slave array
C. Host - "Primary LUN Controller -" (Forwarding) Primary Device Controller for Linking - "Link
from
the array controller
D. Host - Primary LUN Controller -> (Forwarding) Link Primary Fabric Controller - "Linking From
Array
Controller -"Hair) from LUn work controller
Answer: B
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